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Abstract: To narrow the gap between theoretical research and practical application of short-term
optimal reservoir power generation operation under uncertain conditions, a comprehensive study is
conducted on the formulation, evaluation, and implementation of operation schemes throughout
the entire procedure of optimal operation. Firstly, the three implementation modes of the optimal
operation scheme are assessed with the post-evaluation method. After the optimal implementation
mode is determined, the formulation and implementation of optimal operation schemes are improved
by combining the advantages of conventional and optimal operation and using the concept of warning
water level in operation rules. Finally, the Xiaoxuan Reservoir is taken as an example for simulation
calculation under different operating conditions. The results show that the operation model integrated
with operation rules has both the security of conventional operation and the profitability of optimal
operation. The accordingly-formulated optimal operation schemes, when implemented with the
output control mode, can provide valuable guidance for the actual operation of hydropower stations.
Keywords: uncertainty; optimal reservoir operation scheme; implementation mode; post-evaluation;
operation rules

1. Introduction
Optimal reservoir operation refers to an operation mode that uses optimization methods
to formulate reservoir operation strategies [1]. Under the guidance of this operation approach,
the practical short-term operation procedure of a reservoir can be generally described as follows:
choose an optimization criterion to develop a corresponding objective function, and establish an
optimal operation model given input data and constraints [2]; use optimization algorithms to solve
the model and obtain the reservoir operation strategy that makes the objective function reach its
extremum, namely the optimal operation scheme [3]; implement the scheme and obtain the reservoir’s
actual operation process. Compared with conventional operation, optimal operation can effectively
enhance power generation benefits without increasing the running cost of hydropower stations, so
it is a hot research issue. Ji et al. [4] established the maximum overall generated power model for
Jinguan cascade hydropower stations on the Yalong River considering water flow hysteresis, and
using the MSDP (multi-stage dynamic programming) method, obtained the global optimal solution
with high accuracy, which significantly improved the operation benefits of the cascade hydropower
stations. Hossain et al. [5] put forward the artificial bee-colony algorithm to solve the optimal reservoir
operation model and demonstrated the algorithm’s advantages by comparing it with PSO (particle
swarm optimization) and GA (genetic algorithm). Fu et al. [6] comprehensively assessed the optimal
reservoir operation schemes in terms of flood control, power generation, and downstream ecological
water demand, and provided an important reference for the decision making in reservoir operation.
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However, most of the existing studies focus on the formulation of optimal operation schemes
(i.e., establishing and solving the optimal operation model), while the implementation of these schemes
is often neglected. Scheme formulation tends to adopt deterministic scheduling to find the optimal
scheme where the reservoir inflow process is known [7]. Nevertheless, due to the uncertainty of future
inflow and the existence of forecast errors, when the scheme formulated based on the previous day’s
predicted inflow is implemented the next day, the actual application effect may be different from the
expected situation [8]. If the reservoir operates in accordance with this scheme, the power generation
benefits may be fewer [9], and the risk of beyond-limit water level may arise when the forecast error is
considerable [10]. Additionally, the assessment of optimal operation schemes is mostly pre-evaluation
(i.e., evaluate scheme before it is implemented) and the indicators are calculated based on forecast
inflow, which cannot reflect the scheme’s actual risk and benefit after implementation. Consequently,
the optimal scheme by pre-evaluation might not be the best in actual operation [11]. To sum up,
because of inflow uncertainty and prediction errors, there is a gap between theoretical research of
optimal reservoir operation and practical application whose effect is sometimes unsatisfactory.
To address such problems, in this paper a comprehensive study is conducted on the formulation,
evaluation, and implementation of optimal reservoir operation schemes. Firstly, the ergodic combination
method is employed to compare and analyze the three implementation modes of optimal operation
schemes, and the best mode is selected through post-evaluation. Secondly, to overcome the shortcomings
of the best implementation mode, a maximum generated power model integrated with operation rules
is developed based on the concept of warning water level, and the process of formulating the optimal
operation scheme is improved. Finally, taking the Xiaoxuan Reservoir as an example, the validity and
practicability of the model are verified, providing effective guidance for the actual short-term optimal
reservoir operation. It should be noted that the maximum generated power model integrated with
operation rules is based on a specific scheme implementation mode, so in this paper two scenarios of
one case are set up for analysis. The former is to select the best of the three implementation modes,
while the latter is to prove the effectiveness and applicability of the improved model.
2. Comparative Analysis of the Three Implementation Modes of Optimal Operation Scheme
The implementation of the optimal operation schemes is based on scheme formulation. Here we
first elaborate on the traditional formulation process of optimal operation schemes, whereas the
improved process will be introduced in Section 3. Generally, the formulation of optimal operation
schemes belongs to the category of “water to electricity” (i.e., to seek the reservoir operation process
that makes the objective function reach its extremum given the reservoir’s status and the predicted
inflow), which is divided into two parts: model development and model solution [12]. In reality,
the Xiaoxuan hydropower station does not adopt the pricing strategy of peak-valley electricity price
and its daily electricity price is a fixed value. In this paper, without considering the factor of electricity
price, a maximum generated power model [13] is established, whose objective function and constraints
are shown in Equation (1).
max

E = max

T
P
t=1

s.t.

Nt ∆t = max

T
P
t=1

g

Nt (Qt , Ht )∆t

Zmin ≤ Zt ≤ Zmax Vt+1 = Vt + (It − Qt )∆t
Nmin ≤ Nt ≤ Nmax ZT+1 = Zend
Qmin ≤ Qt ≤ Qmax Qt ≥ Qe

(1)

where E is the generated electricity of a hydropower station throughout an operation cycle; T the
number of periods in the operation cycle; Nt the average hydropower output in period t; ∆t the
g
length of one period; Qt the average outflow for power generation in period t; Ht the average water
g
head in period t; Nt (Qt Ht ) the function of hydropower output, obtained by calculation of in-plant
economic operation; Zt the reservoir water level at the beginning of period t; Zmax , Zmin the bound of
the reservoir water level; Vt the reservoir water storage at the beginning of period t; It the average
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inflow in period t; Qt the average outflow in period t; Nmax , Nmin the bound of the hydropower output;
Zend the controlled reservoir water level at the end of the operation cycle; Qmax , Qmin the bound of the
reservoir outflow; Qe the demanded downstream ecological flow.
Use DP (dynamic programming) [14] to solve the above model and obtain the optimal operation
scheme Ω. Given the predicted reservoir inflow, Ω corresponds with the optimal reservoir operation
e and the hydropower
e the reservoir outflow process Q
process which includes the water level process Z,
e as shown in Equation (2).
output process N,
















e N}
e Q,
e
Ω ⊆ {Z,
e
Z = {Z1 , Z2 , · · · , ZT+1 }
e = {Q1 , Q2 , · · · , QT }
Q
e = {N1 , N2 , · · · , NT }
N

(2)

Correspondingly there are three modes of implementing the optimal operation scheme Ω: water
level control, outflow control, and output control, whose qualitative analysis is in Section 2.1 and
quantitative analysis in Sections 2.2 and 2.3.
2.1. Implementation Mode of Optimal Operation Scheme
2.1.1. Water Level Control Mode
The water level control mode refers to keeping the actual reservoir water level process consistent
e by proper control of the reservoir outflow. When this mode is used for actual operation,
with Z
the reservoir water level is strictly controlled to be neither too high nor too low, which can effectively
lower the risk of beyond-limit water level and facilitate the safe and stable operation of the reservoir.
Nonetheless, this mode has the following demerits.
Difficulty in Accurate Implementation
In general, the AGC (automatic gain control) system of a hydropower station is unable to
automatically control the generator sets so that the reservoir water level is the exact value as required at
any moment. Hence with unknown reservoir inflow, it is a conundrum to maintain a smooth outflow
so that the reservoir water level is exactly the specified value at the end of each period. Besides, due to
a technical limitation in water level measurement, at present, the highest accuracy of water level control
is only 1 cm. For a large reservoir, the change of water level within a period may be minor (less than 1
cm), which toughens the accurate control of the water level.
Water Level Deviation or Discarded Water
If the actual reservoir inflow is smaller than the predicted value, the reservoir may not be able to
store water to the specified level at the end of each period even if it stops discharging water, which is
a phenomenon called water level deviation. On the contrary, if the actual inflow is greater than
predicted, the reservoir water level may still be higher than specified at the end of each period even if
all generator sets run at full capacity. If the reservoir operation is controlled strictly by the water level
at the end of each period, there will be discarded water. Here, this kind of “water actively discarded
before the reservoir water level reaches its upper limit” is referred to as the first-type discarded water.
Low Power Generation Efficiency
Letting the generator sets run in the high-efficiency zone is one of the prerequisites for the economic
operation of a hydropower station [15]. The in-plant economic operation is already considered in the
optimal operation model. Therefore the generator sets will run in the high-efficiency zone after they
are assigned output tasks from the optimal operation scheme. However, under the water level control
e and thereby the
mode, the output process of the hydropower station may be inconsistent with N
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generator sets may run outside the high-efficiency zone, which will lower the overall power generation
efficiency of the hydropower station.
2.1.2. Outflow Control Mode
e
The outflow control mode means keeping the actual reservoir outflow process consistent with Q.
If the reservoir water level is about to break the upper or lower limit, however, the reservoir water
level must be controlled within the limits, allowing the actual outflow to be different from what is
specified in the optimal operation scheme. This mode has the following shortcomings.
Beyond-Limit Water Level
With large actual inflow, the reservoir water level may approach its upper limit if the reservoir
e To prevent over-limit water level, the reservoir must begin to discard
discharges water according to Q.
water. Here, this kind of “water passively discarded lest the water level should exceed its upper limit”
is called the second-type discarded water, which adversely affects the safe and economic operation
of reservoirs and hydropower stations. On the contrary, if the actual inflow is small, the reservoir
water level may approach its lower limit, prompting the reservoir to reduce or even stop its outflow,
which will undermine its power generation and downstream ecology.
It should be noted that under the outflow control mode, when the reservoir water level is about
to exceed its upper (or lower) limit, measures like discarding water (or reducing outflow) should be
taken, otherwise the water level will definitely exceed its limit. Accordingly, this situation where
“unconventional measures are taken so that the reservoir water level approaches but not exceeds its
boundary” still falls into the scope of beyond-limit water level.
The First-Type Discarded Water or Low Power Generation Efficiency
Unlike the water level control mode, under the outflow control mode, the water level discrepancy
may cause the generator sets’ dynamic characteristics to change. If the actual inflow is too large,
the reservoir water level will be relatively high, and the water consumption rate will drop. As a
result, it becomes impossible to reasonably distribute the flow that could have been sufficient for one
generator set to run at full capacity: allocate it to one generator set and the first-type discarded water
will be produced; allocate it to two sets and their power generation efficiency will be low. One way or
the other, the economic operation of the hydropower station will be compromised.
2.1.3. Output Control Mode
e
The output control mode means keeping the actual hydropower output process consistent with N.
If the reservoir water level goes beyond the upper or lower limit, however, the reservoir operation
must be controlled within the water level limit, allowing the actual power output to be different from
what is specified in the optimal operation scheme. Of course, if the predicted reservoir inflow is large
and there is already discarded water in the operation scheme, the output control mode should take this
portion of discarded water into account. With high power generation efficiency, this mode is conducive
to the stable operation of power grids but still bears the following drawbacks.
Beyond-Limit Water Level
The reason is similar to that discussed in the outflow control mode.
Output Obstruction
If the actual reservoir inflow is small and the water level is low, the expected output of generator
sets will be less than that specified in the optimal operation scheme, and output obstruction may
happen. In a certain period, if the optimal operation scheme arranges one generator set to run at full
capacity, then in reality two sets are needed to run to meet the output requirement, and the power
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generation efficiency will be low; if all sets are arranged to be fully loaded, then the hydropower station
cannot complete the output task.
2.2. Post-Evaluation of Implementation Modes of Optimal Operation Scheme
In this paper, the post-evaluation method is used to make a comparative analysis of the above
three implementation modes. Post-evaluation means evaluating the effect of schemes after they
are implemented [16]. This evaluation method can better reflect the actual application effect of the
scheme under each implementation mode, providing a valuable reference for selecting the optimal
implementation mode.
2.2.1. Evaluation Index System
In this paper, the evaluation index system is developed from the facets of the economy, safety, and
stability of hydropower station operation.
Power Generation Benefits
Power generation benefit is an important indicator of the economic operation of hydropower
stations. It consists of both the generated power during the operation cycle and the energy storage at
the end of the cycle [17], which can be calculated by Equation (3). When the initial energy storage is
fixed, the final energy storage can be indirectly represented by the increment of energy storage from
the operation cycle [18].
T
T
X
X
B = Bin + Ba f ter =
Nt ∆t +
λ(It − Qt )∆t
(3)
t=1

t=1

where B is the total power generation benefits; Bin the power generation benefits in the operation cycle;
Bafter the future power generation benefits; λ the energy efficiency coefficient of a hydropower station,
which represents the amount of power that can be generated from per unit of water in the reservoir.
Risk Rate of Beyond-Limit Water Level
The risk rate of beyond-limit water level is an essential indicator of the safe and stable operation
of a reservoir. It is composed of the risk rates of water level exceeding the upper and the lower limits,
which can be calculated by Equation (4). It should be noted that under the water level control mode,
even if the reservoir water level reaches the upper (or lower) limit, it is due to the implementation
of the optimal operation scheme. So there will be no risk of beyond-limit water level, and the water
discarded in this circumstance is categorized as the first-type discarded water.
R = Rs + Rx =
(
rst =

1
T , Zt

0, else

≥ Zmax

T
P

T
P
rst +
rxt
t=1 ( t=1
1
T , Zt ≤ Zmin
rxt =
0, else

(4)

where R is the risk rate of beyond-limit water level; Rs , Rx the risk rate of water level exceeding the
upper or the lower limit; rst , rxt the function of water level exceeding the upper or the lower limit in
period t.
Discarded Water Quantity
Discarded water includes the first and the second types of discarded water, both of which influence
the economic benefits of a hydropower station, and the latter also affects the safety and stability of
reservoir operation. Thus the quantity of discarded water is indicative of both the profitability and the
safety of hydropower station operation, which can be calculated by Equation (5).
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L = La1 + La2 =

T
X
t=1

Qa1
t ∆t +

T
X

Qa2
t ∆t

(5)

t=1

where L is the discarded water quantity; La1 , La2 the first-type or the second-type discarded water
a2
quantity; Qa1
t , Qt the flow rate of the first-type or the second-type discarded water in period t.
2.2.2. Evaluation Procedure
To increase the representativeness of the evaluation results, the simulative calculation of the
scheme implementation process is conducted under all sorts of operating conditions. Reservoir inflow
and water level are the key variables that determine an operating condition. In the simulation of
operating conditions, for convenience reservoir inflow is assumed to stay unchanged throughout the
entire operation cycle, and the initial water level represents the overall variation of water level during
the cycle. Plus, as the prediction error of inflow causes the different application effects of different
implementation modes, it is used as an additional variable. The evaluation procedure is detailed as
follows and the calculation process is shown in Figure 1.
1.

2.

3.

Discretize the reservoir inflow I within its range [Imin , Imax ] and get m discrete points; similarly,
discretize the initial water level Z1 within its boundary [Zmin , Zmax ] and get n discrete points.
Combine the two sets of discrete points and obtain m × n operating conditions.
Based on historical data, use the maximum entropy method [19] to fit the distribution of the
inflow prediction error and obtain the maximum entropy distribution function. For a certain
operating condition, use the Monte Carlo method [20] to randomly simulate a T-length sequence
of prediction errors, and combine it with the actual inflow sequence to produce the predicted
inflow sequence which is input to the foregoing maximum generated power model. Use DP to
obtain the optimal operation scheme. Repeat this step until the optimal schemes for all operating
conditions are formulated.
With the actual inflow process, implement the optimal operation scheme under the water level
control mode, the outflow control mode and the output control mode. Work out the index
values of the three modes under all operating conditions, and obtain the evaluation results by
comparative analysis.
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The Du River stretches across China's Shaanxi and Hubei Provinces with a total length of 354
km and a basin area of 1.25 × 104 km2. The Xiaoxuan Reservoir lies in the upstream of the Du River in
Zhushan County, Hubei Province, whose normal water level is 264 m, dead water level 261.3 m,
regulating storage capacity 6.78 × 106 m3 and average inflow 163 m3/s. The installed capacity of the
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2.3. Case Study: The 1st Scenario
The Du River stretches across China’s Shaanxi and Hubei Provinces with a total length of 354 km
and a basin area of 1.25 × 104 km2 . The Xiaoxuan Reservoir lies in the upstream of the Du River
in Zhushan County, Hubei Province, whose normal water level is 264 m, dead water level 261.3 m,
regulating storage capacity 6.78 × 106 m3 and average inflow 163 m3 /s. The installed capacity of the
Xiaoxuan Hydropower Station is 50 MW and the average annual generated energy is 1.494 × 108 kW·h.
In this paper, the operation cycle is one day long with 96 periods, each of which lasts 15 minutes.
To make the initial reservoir water level better represent the overall variation of water level during the
cycle, the final water level is set to be the same as the initial value.
Except for flood-season regulation, the natural inflow of the Xiaoxuan Reservoir is within
[0, 450] m3 /s. This range is discretized at intervals of 25 m3 /s and 19 discrete points are obtained.
The initial water level of the Xiaoxuan Reservoir is between its dead water level and normal water
level. The range [261.3, 264.0] m is discretized at intervals of 0.1 m and 28 discrete points are obtained.
The two sets of discrete points are combined together and 532 operating conditions are obtained.
According to historical data statistics, the maximum entropy function of the inflow prediction error
distribution is shown in Equation (6), where x is the prediction error of the Xiaoxuan Reservoir inflow.
The prediction error is added into each operating condition to generate the predicted inflow process,
which is input to the maximum generated power model to work out the optimal operation scheme.
Then, the scheme is implemented under the three modes and the corresponding evaluation indices are
calculated. The above procedure is repeated 20 times and the average value of each index is obtained.
The results are shown in Figure 2.
2 −2.0983x3 +2969.9537x4 )

f (x) = e(2.0375+0.4544x −216.9877x

(6)

Figure 2a is a comparison of power generation benefits. Overall the green surface is the highest,
followed by the blue one, and the red one comes last. Further calculation suggests that the average
power generation benefits of the output control mode are greater than those of the other two modes
(1.42% than the water level control mode and 1.12% than the outflow control mode). The reason is
that under this mode the output process of the Xiaoxuan Hydropower Station is consistent with the
optimal operation scheme, in which the in-plant economic operation is already considered and thereby
the generator sets run in the high-efficiency zone. Hence the higher utilization rate of water resources
increases the power generation benefits of the hydropower station.
Figure 2b is a comparison of the risk rate of beyond-limit water level. The red surface is the lowest
(zero in height), which indicates that such a risk does not exist under the water level control mode
(when the inflow is zero, the Xiaoxuan Hydropower Station halts production all day and the reservoir
water level remains unchanged, so even if the initial water level is 261.3 m or 264 m there is no risk).
The outflow and output control modes, however, carry such a risk under the operating conditions
of reservoir water level being [261.3, 261.4] and [263.3, 264.0]. The blue surface is almost as high as
the green one, meaning that their overall risk rates are roughly the same. In addition, the risk rate of
beyond-upper-limit water level is greater than that of beyond-lower-limit water level. It is because,
in the optimal operation scheme, whose objective is to maximize power output, the reservoir water
level is relatively high to elevate the productive head of the hydropower station and thus boost the
generated power per unit of water use. At a high water level, the upper limit will be easily exceeded if
the actual inflow is large, while at a low water level the beyond-lower-limit risk will be minor even if
the actual inflow is small.
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in power generation benefits. Among the three control modes, the red surface is much higher than the
other two surfaces, with the green one at the bottom. In other words, under most operating conditions,
the water level control mode produces the largest amount of discarded water, followed by the outflow
control mode and then the output control mode. It can be explained by the following reasons. Under the
water level control mode, if the actual inflow is too large, there may still be discarded water even when
the generator sets run at full capacity, and this situation will intensify with the increase of the excessive
inflow. Under the outflow control mode, to avoid the beyond-upper-limit risk as the water level keeps
rising, the reservoir may produce the second-type discarded water (which is not as planned). Also,
there may be the first-type discarded water as the actual dynamic characteristics of the generator sets
deviate from the optimal operation scheme. By contrast, the output control mode produces the least
discarded water because on the one hand, the outflow process is derived from the output process
and there is no extra first-type discarded water except for that originally in the operation scheme;
on the other hand, only under extreme conditions will the beyond-limit risk arise and the second-type
discarded water be produced.
In summary, the water level control mode has the lowest risk rate of beyond-limit water level,
the poorest power generation benefits and the largest quantity of discarded water, which is against the
efficient and economic operation of hydropower stations and therefore not recommended in actual
operation. Between the outflow control mode and the output control mode, there is little difference in
the beyond-limit risk rate, but the latter produces less discarded water and higher power generation
benefits. To balance the risk and benefit, the output control mode is recommended as the optimal
implementation mode in actual operation.
3. Formulation of the Optimal Operation Scheme Integrated with Operation Rules
Although the output control mode has the best overall application effect, it still bears the risk
of beyond-limit water level and the second-type discarded water. As a remedy, this paper draws
on the long-term experience of the operation staff, incorporates the concept of warning water level
from operation rules into the optimal operation model, and puts forth a new model integrated with
operation rules. Without compromising benefits, a more secure operation scheme is formulated to
compensate for the shortcomings of the output control mode. Here the Xiaoxuan Reservoir is used as
an example.
3.1. Operation Rules
The Xiaoxuan Reservoir has a small storage capacity and weak regulation ability. A difference
of only 10 m3 /s between its outflow and inflow can change the reservoir water level by 1.5 cm/h,
which toughens the operation work. For one thing, a large inflow is too much for the Xiaoxuan’s
generator sets to harness and will make the reservoir water level soar to the upper limit, after which
discarded water will ensue. On the other hand, if the inflow is small, the outflow needs to be at
least 16.7 m3 /s to meet the downstream ecological demand. However, to avoid low power generation
efficiency at a small flow rate the reservoir usually runs only one generator set at full capacity. In this
case, the reservoir water level will drop rapidly to the point where the lower limit is reached and water
becomes unavailable.
Through long-term practice, the operation staff have amassed abundant experience and made
some rules: based on operation experience, an upper warning water level Zu and a lower warning
water level Zd are determined, the area between which is called the reasonable operation interval,
as shown in Figure 3. If the reservoir water is above the upper warning level, then all generator sets
should run at full capacity to lower the water level as much as possible; if the water level is within the
reasonable operation interval, then control the number of running generator sets and run them in the
high-efficiency zone, keeping the water level basically unchanged; if the reservoir water is below the
lower warning level, then the reservoir should discharge 16.7 m3 /s of outflow.
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3.2. Maximum Generated Power Model Integrated with Operation Rules
3.2. Maximum Generated Power Model Integrated with Operation Rules
In the foregoing traditional maximum generated power model, the feasible region of the Xiaoxuan
In the foregoing traditional maximum generated power model, the feasible region of the
Reservoir water level is between the upper and lower limits, where all the discrete points are
Xiaoxuan Reservoir water level is between the upper and lower limits, where all the discrete points
independent of subjective preference. The optimal water level process determined by this model may
are independent of subjective preference. The optimal water level process determined by this model
lean close to the upper (or lower) limit. Applying this optimal operation scheme is likely to trigger
may lean close to the upper (or lower) limit. Applying this optimal operation scheme is likely to
the risk of beyond-limit water level. In contrast, the operation rules set the warning water levels and
trigger the risk of beyond-limit water level. In contrast, the operation rules set the warning water
contain the reservoir water level within the reasonable operation interval, which can significantly
levels and contain the reservoir water level within the reasonable operation interval, which can
reduce the beyond-limit risk and the discarded water quantity while keeping the high efficiency of
significantly reduce the beyond-limit risk and the discarded water quantity while keeping the high
generator sets. Therefore improvement is made to develop the maximum generated power model
efficiency of generator sets. Therefore improvement is made to develop the maximum generated
integrated with operation rules, by adding the constraint of reasonable operation interval of water level
power model integrated with operation rules, by adding the constraint of reasonable operation
into the original feasible region. When the reservoir water level exceeds the upper or lower warning
interval of water level into the original feasible region. When the reservoir water level exceeds the
water level, the objective function will be altered by the penalty function shown in Equation (7).
upper or lower warning water level, the objective function will be altered by the penalty function
shown in Equation (7).
P = −W · max(0, Zd − Zt , Zt − Zu )
(7)
P = −W ⋅ max(0, Z d − Z t , Z t − Z u )
(7)
where P is the penalty term and W the penalty coefficient.
where
P improved
is the penalty
term
andthe
Wfeasible
the penalty
coefficient.
The
model
splits
region
of the original optimization problem. Those discrete
The
improved
model
splits
the
feasible
region
the original
optimization
Those
points of water level outside the reasonable operationofinterval,
though
within the problem.
feasible region,
discrete points
of water
outside
reasonable
operation
interval,
though
within
correspond
to high
risks. level
Therefore,
thethe
optimal
solution
of the model
will
generally
staythe
outfeasible
of the
region,
correspond
to
high
risks.
Therefore,
the
optimal
solution
of
the
model
will
generally
stay
out
upper or lower warning interval unless the inflow is continually too large or too small. By this means
some reservoir storage capacity is reserved for all kinds of possible future inflow, which can greatly
reduce the risk of beyond-limit water level and make the model more suitable for actual production.
However, if the inflow prediction error is too large, the optimal operation scheme integrated with
operation rules may still create the risk of beyond-limit water level, in which the operation rules should
be used for real-time correction: if the reservoir water exceeds the warning level, the optimal operation
scheme should be replaced with the normal operation rules.
3.3. Case Study: The 2nd Scenario
Three typical operating conditions of the Xiaoxuan Reservoir are selected for case study, as shown
in Table 1. In the first condition, the actual inflow is nearly the same as the predicted value and
the initial water level is within the reasonable operation interval (the upper warning level: 263.5 m,
the lower warning level: 261.8 m). The second condition has larger-than-predicted actual inflow and
higher initial water level, whereas it is the opposite in the third condition. These three conditions are
common in actual operation, yet they correspond to different situations. The 1st condition is relatively
safe for the Xiaoxuan Reservoir, while the 2nd and the 3rd conditions (water level approximates to
the limits and the error of predicted inflow is large) may easily incur the risk of beyond-limit water
level. For each condition, both the traditional and the improved maximum generated power models
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are established and solved by DP to obtain the traditional optimal operation scheme and the optimal
operation scheme integrated with operation rules (hereinafter referred to as the traditional scheme and
the integrated scheme respectively), which are then implemented under the output control mode.
Table 1. Information about each operating condition.
Daily Inflow of the Xiaoxuan Reservoir

Operating
Condition

Predicted Value/(m3 /s)

Actual Value/(m3 /s)

Relative Error/%

Daily Initial Water
Level/m

1st
2nd
3rd

272.43
348.91
150.26

275.45
383.62
130.08

−1.10
−9.05
15.52

263.28
263.73
261.86

3.3.1. The 1st Operating Condition
The calculation results of the first operating condition are shown in Table 2 and Figure 4. When the
initial water level is moderate and the predicted inflow is accurate, no matter which operation scheme
is adopted, there is no risk of beyond-limit water level and thus zero discarded water. Due to the
prediction error, it cannot be ensured that the final water level is consistent with the specified value as
the scheme is implemented. In consequence, the two types of schemes have different final reservoir
water levels, i.e., different amounts of hydropower that can be generated in the future. Therefore,
when calculating the evaluation index of power generation benefits, not only the output within the
operation cycle but also the future power generation benefits should be considered, which validates
Equation (3). Table 2 demonstrates that the traditional scheme yields slightly higher power generation
benefits than the integrated scheme, owing to operation at a higher water level as can be seen from
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3.3.2. The 2nd Operating Condition
The calculation results of the second operating condition are shown in Table 3 and Figure 5.
Given a relatively high initial water level and large inflow, in the traditional scheme, the water level
exceeds the upper limit three times, which undermines the safe and stable operation of the reservoir
and causes some second-type discarded water. On account of the benefit loss from discarded water,
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3.3.2. The 2nd Operating Condition
The calculation results of the second operating condition are shown in Table 3 and Figure 5.
Given a relatively high initial water level and large inflow, in the traditional scheme, the water level
exceeds the upper limit three times, which undermines the safe and stable operation of the reservoir
and causes some second-type discarded water. On account of the benefit loss from discarded water,
the traditional scheme produces lower power generation benefits even with a higher water level than
the integrated scheme. By comparison, the integrated scheme operates the reservoir around the upper
warning water level in the first half of the day, where the productive head is relatively low, but 0.5 m
of storage capacity is reserved. In the second half of the day when the inflow increases sharply, the
reservoir can absorb this surge of water and convert it into electric energy, which leads to fewer losses
from discarded water and thus higher power generation benefits than the traditional scheme.
Table 3. Calculation results of the 2nd operating condition.
Calculation Results
Operation
Scheme

Traditional
scheme
Integrated
scheme

Evaluation Index

Generated
Power/104 kW·h

Reservoir Inflow
Quantity/104 m3

Reservoir Outflow
Quantity/104 m3

Power Generation
Benefits/104 kW·h

Risk Rate of
Beyond-Limit
Water Level %

Discarded Water
Quantity/104 m3

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4) 1

(5)

(6)

93.84

3314.45

3286.17

94.71

18.75

130.90

98.28

3314.45

3350.65

97.17

0

0

(4) = (1)
+ λ × [(2) − (3)], for the Xiaoxuan Hydropower Station λ = 0.0308 kW·h.
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The calculation results of the third operating condition are shown in Table 4 and Figure 6.
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Table 4. Calculation results of the 3rd operating condition.

Operation
Scheme

Calculation Results
Reservoir
Reservoir
Generated
Outflow
Inflow
Power/104
Quantity/104
Quantity/104

Evaluation Index
Power
Generation
Benefits/104

Risk Rate of
Beyond-Limit

Discarded
Water
Quantity/104
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Table 4. Calculation results of the 3rd operating condition.
Calculation Results
Operation
Scheme

Traditional
scheme
Integrated
scheme

Evaluation Index

Generated
Power/104 kW·h

Reservoir Inflow
Quantity/104 m3

Reservoir Outflow
Quantity/104 m3

Power Generation
Benefits/104 kW·h

Risk Rate of
Beyond-Limit
Water Level/%

Discarded Water
Quantity/104 m3

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4) 1

(5)

(6)

36.66

1123.86

1259.38

32.49

3.125

0

34.49

1123.86

1166.16

33.19

0

0
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By analyzing the calculation results of the above three operating conditions, it can be seen that due
analyzing
the water
calculation
results of the
above
three operating
it can be
seen that
to theBy
lack
of warning
level constraint
in the
traditional
optimal conditions,
operation model,
Xiaoxuan’s
due to
thecorresponding
lack of warning
levelscheme
constraint
in near
the the
traditional
optimal
operation
water
level
to thewater
traditional
is often
upper and
lower limits.
Withmodel,
errors
Xiaoxuan’s
water
level
corresponding
to
the
traditional
scheme
is
often
near
the
upper
and
in predicting the reservoir inflow, this scheme is prone to create the risk of beyond-limit water lower
level,
limits.
With errors
in predicting
reservoir inflow,
this schemeecological
is prone towater
createsupply.
the riskInofcontrast,
beyondthus
producing
discarded
waterthe
or damaging
the downstream
limit
water level,
thuswhich
producing
discarded
water orofdamaging
the downstream
water
the
integrated
scheme
considers
the constraint
warning water
level intervalecological
reserves 0.5
m
supply.
contrast,for
the
integratedInscheme
which
theinflow
constraint
of warning
water
of
storageIncapacity
operation.
this way,
even considers
if the actual
is greatly
different
fromlevel
the
interval reserves
0.5reserved
m of storage
thiswith
way,
even ifsituations.
the actualTherefore,
inflow is
predicted
value, the
storagecapacity
capacityfor
canoperation.
be used toIndeal
adverse
greatly
different
from
the
predicted
value,
the
reserved
storage
capacity
can
be
used
to
deal
with
the integrated scheme can ensure a safer and more stable operation, substantially reducing the risk
of
adverse situations.
Therefore,
integrated
can ensurebenefits,
a safer the
andintegrated
more stable
operation,
beyond-limit
water level.
Whenthe
it comes
to the scheme
power generation
scheme
is far
substantially
thescheme
risk ofin
beyond-limit
When itAlthough
comes tothe
thetraditional
power generation
better
than thereducing
traditional
the 2nd and water
the 3rdlevel.
conditions.
scheme
benefits,
the
integrated
scheme
is
far
better
than
the
traditional
scheme
in
the
2nd
and
the 3rd
produces slightly higher power generation benefits than the integrated scheme in the 1st condition,
Although
the traditional
scheme produces
slightly
highernot
power
generation benefits
than
itconditions.
is at the cost
of the possible
risk of over-limit
water level
and hence
recommended.
In summary,
the
integrated
scheme
in
the
1st
condition,
it
is
at
the
cost
of
the
possible
risk
of
over-limit
water
level
balancing the risks and benefits of the Xiaoxuan Reservoir operation, the integrated scheme is more
and hence not over
recommended.
In summary,
balancing the risks and benefits of the Xiaoxuan Reservoir
advantageous
the traditional
one.
operation, the integrated scheme is more advantageous over the traditional one.
4. Conclusions
4. Conclusions
In this paper, research is conducted on the formulation and implementation of short-term optimal
reservoir
operation
the traits of
implementation
modes of operation
schemes
In this
paper,schemes.
research First,
is conducted
onthe
thethree
formulation
and implementation
of short-term
(water
level
control,
outflow
control,
and
output
control)
are
qualitatively
analyzed
and
an
evaluation
optimal reservoir operation schemes. First, the traits of the three implementation modes of operation
index
system
is developed
to assess
the three
modes
the method.
After
the optimal analyzed
implementation
schemes
(water
level control,
outflow
control,
andwith
output
control) are
qualitatively
and an
mode
is determined,
operation
experience
is usedthe
to improve
the optimal
making
it
evaluation
index system
is developed
to assess
three modes
with theoperation
method. model,
After the
optimal
more
suitable
for
optimal
reservoir
operation
under
the
influence
of
uncertain
factors.
Through
the
implementation mode is determined, operation experience is used to improve the optimal operation
case
study
of the it
Xiaoxuan
Reservoir,
following
conclusions
canunder
be drawn.
model,
making
more suitable
for the
optimal
reservoir
operation
the influence of uncertain
factors.
Through
the
case
study
of
the
Xiaoxuan
Reservoir,
the
following
conclusions
can be drawn.
1.
Compared with the water level control mode and the outflow control mode, the output
control

1.

mode
has the
advantages
of less
discarded
and
more power
benefitscontrol
with
Compared
with
the water level
control
modewater
and the
outflow
controlgeneration
mode, the output
mode has the advantages of less discarded water and more power generation benefits with
acceptable risk rate of beyond-limit water level, making it more suitable for the actual
production of the Xiaoxuan Hydropower Station. Therefore, from the perspective of risk-benefit
balance, it is recommended that the Xiaoxuan Reservoir adopt the output control mode in
practical operation.
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acceptable risk rate of beyond-limit water level, making it more suitable for the actual production
of the Xiaoxuan Hydropower Station. Therefore, from the perspective of risk-benefit balance, it is
recommended that the Xiaoxuan Reservoir adopt the output control mode in practical operation.
With the setup of warning water levels, the optimal operation model integrated with operation
rules combines the advantages of both conventional and optimal operation. Accordingly,
the formulated operation scheme, along with the output control mode, significantly reduces the
risk rate of beyond-limit water level and discarded water while maintaining the power generation
benefits, which can effectively guide the safe and economic operation of the reservoir.
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